BETTING AND SPORTS BETTING RULES

Betting is only enjoyable in the long term provided you bet responsibly and sensibly. As
always in life there are some simple rules to follow.
1. General Rules For Submitting, Deciding, And Paying Out Of Wagers
2. Betting Event
3. Betting Contract
4. Additional Information
5. Deciding Bets
6. Games With Home-Field Advantage
7. Deciding The Betting Outcome
8. Special Rules


1. General Rules For Submitting, Deciding, And Paying Out
Of Wagers
By submitting wagers, customers agree that

1.1 they are at least 18 years old and have provided truthful personal information
during registration;

1.2 they have been sufficiently informed about the betting rules, types of bets and
betting variants of all sports in which they have placed wagers, and that they
acknowledge and accept the wager and pay-out limits;

1.3 they have no prior knowledge of the outcome of the event underlying the wager
prior to submitting the betting contract;

1.4 they are not or will not be involved in any manipulation that could influence the
outcome of events on which they have placed a wager, and that they have no
knowledge of any such manipulation;

1.5 the funds used for the wager are not derived from any illegal activity and are at
their free disposal;

1.6 they are aware of all information provided about gambling addiction. They confirm
that they have not requested a block on wagers or are not currently subject to such a
block from any other private or government-run gambling or betting agency;

1.7 they are placing the bets as individuals and not on behalf of or in association with
others;

1.8 they do not belong to those persons excluded from making wagers on this
website. These include in particular: participants in the events underlying the wager
(athletes, officials, coaches, etc.), as well as employees of bookmakers or betting
exchange companies.

Tipster Ltd. is under no obligation to verify the accuracy of the statements given
under point 1. If Tipster becomes aware that false information has been provided by
the customer, Tipster may at any time cancel wagers in whole or in part (even after
they have been decided), exclude the customer from placing further wagers, block
the betting account, and pay out the remaining credit balance.



2. Betting Event
The sporting events on which wagers may be placed are determined by Tipster and
can be found in the game plan on the website. Wagers are offered only with fixed
odds.



3. Betting Contract
The betting contract is made by placing a wager. The wager is deemed valid and
accurate based on the wager electronically stored on the central computer of the
bookmaker. This can be reviewed in your account. The customer is excluded from a
unilateral right of rescission (cancellation of the bet) once the wager has been
placed. The customer can correct or delete any virtual betting slip until the
submission is confirmed. By confirming the submission of the wager, the customer
agrees to fulfil the terms of this contract and waives all rights of rescission or
withdrawal. Customers are solely responsible for selecting the wagers they place and
cannot rely on the data provided by Tipster, which may be inaccurate or incomplete.



4. Additional Information
Tipster has no obligation to provide additional information, such as type of
competition (e.g. a league game or a cup match), shortened/extended playing time
(e.g. for friendly matches, mini tournaments, youth games, indoor tournaments, etc.),
venues (e.g. neutral space), red cards, etc. If such additional information is provided,
this information is not guaranteed and shall have no influence on determining the
outcome of the wager. The same applies to all statistics, tables, and live scores.
Tipster is entitled to cancel any wagers in case of suspected tampering or bet rigging
(even post facto) with the legal consequence that the amount wagered for the
questionable bets will be credited back to the betting account and the customer will
be excluded from placing bets, the betting account will be blocked and the remaining
balance will be transferred back to the customer in accordance with article 3 of the
Tipster General Terms and Conditions.

The suspicion of manipulation and bet rigging will be aroused when one or more of
the following criteria are present:
- wagers on betting events with an unusual outcome,
- wagers with unusually high pay-out results,
- combination bets on unusual games/leagues,
- staggered bets with the same or conspicuously modified combinations,
- bets suggesting collusion that are made within the same time frame and for the
same or similar amounts.



5. Deciding Bets
The results of a wager are decided after the official result of the event is announced.
Complaints regarding the decision or the crediting of winnings of any kind must be
made in writing to Tipster (letter, fax or email) no later than 14 working days after the
results have been decided.



6. Games With Home-Field Advantage
In games with home-field advantage (league games, cup games, etc.), the first team
listed on the betting slip is always the home team. If the home team plays the game,

for whatever reason, at another sports facility, all bets remain valid, unless the homefield advantage was reversed by the relevant sporting association.



7. Deciding The Betting Outcome
The following rules apply for the initial determination of your betting outcome:

7.1 All results of wagers will be determined solely by the result of the event certified
by the relevant sporting association immediately after the event has concluded.
Subsequent modifications of the result/standings by the relevant sporting association
are irrelevant for determining the outcome of the wager.

7.2 The result after the regular game time (plus possible injury time) shall prevail. Any
extra time or penalty shoot-outs etc. have no effect on the betting contract unless the
contracting parties have agreed otherwise in the records of Tipster agreement (e.g.,
“tournament winner”, “who moves on”, “including overtime”, etc.). Exception: In the
case of Basketball, American football and Baseball the bet is evaluated only after any
extra time played.

7.3 In assessing the over/under wager in a penalty shoot-out, all goals made in this
shoot-out are counted.



8. Special Rules
In the following cases, a single bet will be void and the wager will be refunded or, if
the bet is part of a multiple bet or system wager, it will be settled as if it was won with
a rate of 1,0 (one point zero):

8.1 If the betting event is listed with an incorrect participant or a reversed home-field
advantage.

8.2 If the betting event is cancelled or postponed by more than 48 hours.

8.3 If the wager is made after the actual start of the event underlying the wager. This
does not apply to those wagers which due to their nature are offered by Tipster on a
continuous basis after the game has started, such as long-term wagers on winners or
live bets which can be placed even after the start of an event.

8.4 If a match or game is interrupted or stopped and will not be continued within the
next 6 hours of the time the interruption or termination took place. Results of bets
already decided before the game was aborted (over / under, 1st half, next goal, etc.)
are fully valid.

8.5 If an incorrect score is shown on the betting slip.

8.6 If odds have been obviously reversed or are incorrect.

8.7 If the reference to the following features is missing or incorrect: reserve team (R),
youth team (J), age restrictions (U) and women’s team (F).

8.8 If the tennis match is cancelled in the first set, all bets on the match will be rated
with the odds of 1.0 as won. The exception are bets the subject of which has already
been decided before the cancellation of the match. If the 1st set is finished, all
remaining games of the player will be rated as lost from the moment the match was
withdrawn.

These betting and sports betting rules take effect at midnight, 1st March 2017,
Central European Time, and replace all previous betting and sports betting rules.

